
In a Fortnight: In Maldives Standoff, 
China Looks to Safeguard Growing 
Interests 

By Matt Schrader 
 
A deepening electoral crisis in the small island nation of the 
Maldives, located roughly 300 miles west-southwest of In-
dia’s southern tip, has highlighted the growth of Chinese 
interests in a part of the world long considered India’s stra-
tegic backyard, and points the way toward likely future 
Sino-Indian friction, both in the Maldives and elsewhere 
throughout the Indian Ocean. Although the Chinese gov-
ernment’s public response has been muted, assertive PRC 
signaling around the presence of PLA Navy (PLAN) ships 
in the Indian Ocean may be sign that New Delhi should 
consider its next moves carefully. 
 
Relations between Maldives President Abdulla Yameen 
and his political opposition, already fraught following his 
contentious election in 2013, reached a new low in early 
February, when the country’s Supreme Court ordered 

Yameen to free a number of jailed opposition leaders and 
restore them to their seats in Parliament, a move which 
would restore the opposition’s parliamentary majority. The 
court also vacated a conviction of exiled former president 
Mohamed Nasheed. Yameen responded on February 5 
with a 15-day “state of emergency,” seeking to annul the 
ruling. On February 20, he extended the state of emer-
gency a further 30 days. As of this writing, the situation re-
mains fluid. 
 
Both China and India have significant equities in the Mal-
dives. Geographical proximity has long given India a strong 
voice in Maldivian affairs, and former president Nasheed is 
strongly pro-India; his surprise loss to Yameen in 2013 
came after a controversy involving his government’s deci-
sion to award a lucrative contract to run the Maldives’ pri-
mary international airport to an Indian company (Livemint, 
November 27, 2012). Yameen, however, has aligned him-
self with China since taking office. 
 
His stance has coincided with a surge in Chinese engage-
ment with the Maldives: after the tropical island nation, a 
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popular travel destination for Europeans, scrapped visa re-
quirements for Chinese tourists, visits by Chinese travelers 
climbed from 100,000 a year in 2010 to 400,000 in 2016 
(Xinhua, May 9, 2017). Yameen’s government has bought 
wholeheartedly into One Belt One Road, declaring it wants 
its participation in the initiative to drive inbound Chinese 
tourism to 1 million visits within five years. China’s govern-
ment has reciprocated, helping to fund a significant expan-
sion of Velana International Airport in Malé, the country’s 
capital, through the construction of a new runway. A Chi-
nese company, CCCC Second Harbor Engineering, is also 
building a “China-Maldives Friendship Bridge” connecting 
Hulhulé Island, home to Velana International, with Malé 
proper (the crossing was previously made via ferry).  
 
CCCC won the $125 million tender to build the bridge, the 
country’s first major inter-island bridge, through a bidding 
process run not by the government of the Maldives, but by 
the PRC government (Maldives Independent, December 
31, 2015; Reference News, February 18). The two sides 
reached agreement on the bridge and the tender process 
following Xi Jinping’s visit to the Maldives in September 
2014, the first by a PRC president (Office of the Maldives 
President, September 14, 2014). The bridge is also instru-
mental to President Yameen’s 2013 campaign promise to 
build a “Youth City” on Hulhulé Island, where he plans to 
rehouse 70 percent of the country’s population of 400,000, 
currently scattered across 188 islands, in an effort to build 
economies of scale. Military ties have also grown: The PLA 
Navy (PLAN) Type 52C guided missile destroyer Chang-
chun paid Malé a five-day port visit in April 2017 (Xinhua, 
April 17, 2017). 
 
Chinese reaction to the unfolding crisis has been a mixture 
of official caution, with unofficial willingness to assert what 
it views as its prerogative as a rising Indian Ocean power. 
The Maldives lie square along the “Maritime Silk Road” half 
of the Belt and Road project, as well as the shipping lanes 
along which Gulf oil is exported to China. Since 2008 Chi-
nese naval forces have transited the waters nearby on their 
way toward anti-piracy patrols off the coast of Somalia 
(China Brief, April 20, 2017), a key component of the PLA 
Navy’s (PLAN) efforts to train a “blue water navy” capable 
of providing “open seas protection” in waters far from 
China’s coast (PLA White Paper, 2015). The Chinese for-
eign ministry has refused to comment beyond expressing 
its view that “what happens now in the Maldives falls within 
that country's internal affairs and should be properly re-
solved by various parties in the Maldives through dialogue 

and negotiation,” effectively giving the Yameen govern-
ment free rein (PRC Foreign Ministry, February 9). At the 
same time, the semi-official newspaper Global Times, 
while declaring that “China needs to work hard to dispel, to 
some extent, Indian doubts about encirclement in Sino-
Maldivian ties”, notes that increasing Maldivian ties with 
China should naturally lead to a broadening of the former’s 
diplomatic horizons—simply put, “in the age of globaliza-
tion, it’s impossible for India to  exercise complete control 
over the Maldives” (Global Times, February 14). 
 
India’s reaction to unfolding events has been one of barely 
disguised alarm. The Indian Ministry of External Affairs 
said it is “deeply dismayed” by the 30-day extension of the 
state of emergency, and expressed its hopes that “that 
Maldives quickly returns to the path of democracy and the 
rule of law” (Times of India, February 21). Former president 
Nasheed has called for Indian military intervention to “re-
lease judges [and political] detainees” (Twitter, February 
6). As if to forestall this possibility, on February 21 Chinese 
state broadcaster CCTV released footage of ten PLAN 
ships, including two Type 052D guided missile destroyers 
and four Type 54A frigates, on patrol in the Indian Ocean 
(CCTV, February 21). The clip—partially titled “Where Is 
Our Sword Pointed?”—states that China “does not support 
other countries’ interference in Maldivian internal affairs”, 
cut together with an image of ex-president Nasheed.  
 
Despite the PRC’s assertive signaling, it may well be that 
the Yameen government cannot afford for its standoff with 
the opposition to continue. Since the declaration of the 
state of emergency, many countries including China have 
advised their nationals to avoid travel to the Maldives, and 
tourist arrivals, the backbone of the Maldivian economy, 
have dropped off precipitously. However, while the current 
crisis may soon pass, it is likely that Sino-Indian jockeying 
in the Maldives has just begun. 
 
Matt Schrader is the editor of the Jamestown China Brief. 

 
*** 
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Party Congress Reshuffle Strength-
ens Xi’s Hold on Central Military 
Commission 
By Nan Li 
 
Xi Jinping has introduced major institutional changes to 
strengthen his control of the PLA in his roles as Party 
leader and chair of the Central Military Commission (CMC), 
driven by rampant military corruption attributable to the ne-
glect of civilian control by Hu Jintao during his term as CMC 
chair from 2004 to 2012. Xi, for instance, dismantled the 
four General Departments that presided over the PLA: the 
General Staff Department (GSD), General Political Depart-
ment (GPD), General Logistics Department (GLD) and 
General Armament Department (GAD, reorganizing them 
into 15 new CMC agencies, because he believes the old 
departments had “concentrated too much power in them-
selves” and served as major venues for corruption. [1] Xi’s 
primary responsibilities are running the party and the state. 
He is therefore likely to delegate functional responsibilities 
to military professionals in order to make the PLA “capable 
of fighting and winning wars.” These responsibilities logi-
cally fall on the shoulder of the new CMC appointed at the 
19th Party Congress, held in October 2017. The CMC’s 
new structure and personnel both reflect Xi’s determination 
to root out corruption, consolidate his personal control, and 
reinvent the PLA as a more responsive, flexible war-
fighting organization. 
 
The New Central Military Commission 
 
Unlike the previous CMC, where Xi’s predecessor Hu 
Jintao continued to exert influence through the two uni-
formed CMC vice-chairs he appointed in 2012, Xi himself 
appointed all the members on the current CMC (see Table 
1). These appointments are likely based on five consider-
ations: personal relationships, promoting professionalism, 
boosting “jointness” through service representation, 
strengthening political control, and enhancing Xi’s control 
of the CMC by reducing its size. 
 
First, members of the new CMC are likely to be people 
whom Xi knows well and trusts personally to ensure politi-
cal loyalty, mainly in terms of running the PLA and imple-
menting Xi’s military policy. General Zhang Youxia, the 
newly appointed CMC vice-chair, for instance, has strong 
personal ties with Xi because their fathers were partners in 

commanding a major PLA column in the late 1940s. Admi-
ral Miao Hua, the newly appointed director of CMC Political 
Work Department (CMCPWD) and a new CMC member, 
rose through the ranks of the 31st Group Army (GA) head-
quartered in Fujian, and became acquainted with Xi during 
the latter’s 17 years there (1985-2002).  Air Force General 
Xu Qiliang, the other CMC vice-chair, came to know Xi 
when he served as commander of the 8th Air Corps in Fu-
jian from 1988 to 1993. 
 
The potential influence of personal relationships, however, 
must be qualified. Xi would have left himself politically vul-
nerable had he appointed Zhang Youxia as CMC vice-
chair on the basis of personal ties alone. In addition to his 
ties with Xi, Zhang is also a decorated veteran of China’s 
1979-1988 war with Vietnam. The credibility he derives 
from combat experience in an army where it is sorely lack-
ing translates into political capital for Xi.  
 
Hu Jintao appointed Xu Qiliang as commander of the PLA 
Air Force (PLAAF) and a CMC member in 2007, elevating 
him to CMC-vice chair in 2012. More than likely, Xi decided 
to appoint Xu to another term not because of their Fujian 
acquaintance, but because Xu won Xi’s trust by faithfully 
implementing Xi’s reorganization of the PLA. [2] 
 
Another important qualifier is that interactions between mil-
itary officers and civilian officials at local and provincial lev-
els are horizontal, inter-agency ones that are limited and 
formalistic, and do not involve vertical authority relationship 
of superiors and subordinates. Personal acquaintances 
developed in these interactions may play a role in Xi’s ap-
pointment of senior officers, particularly if Xi’s knowledge 
of the senior officer corps is limited.  
 
However, these limited interactions do not translate into 
durable personal ties and entrenched personal networks in 
the PLA for Xi; the majority of Xi’s appointments are not 
based on such ties. 
 
A second consideration in the appointment of CMC mem-
bers is the promotion of functional and technical expertise-
based military professionalism. Xu Qiliang, for instance, is 
a trained combat pilot who served in the Nanjing and Shen-
yang Military Regions (MR), PLAAF headquarters, and the 
PLA General Staff. Zhang Youxia commanded battles 
against the Vietnamese forces in both 1979 and 1984, and 
served in the Chengdu, Beijing and Shenyang MRs. Gen-
eral Li Zuocheng, the newly appointed chief of the CMC 
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Joint Staff Department (CMCJSD) and a new CMC mem-
ber, is also a decorated hero of the Sino-Vietnamese War 
of 1979 with experience in the Guangzhou and Chengdu 
MRs. General Wei Fenghe, a reappointed CMC member 
and China’s defense minister-designate, worked his way 
up through the ranks of the PLA Rocket Force (PLARF). 

All four have extensive service, staff, and command expe-
rience.  
 
A third consideration, related to military professionalism, is 
enhancing “jointness” through diverse service representa-
tion in the CMC. Three of the six uniformed CMC members 
 

Table 1: Profiles of Members of New CMC 

Name Current 
position 

Previous posi-
tion 

DOB Specialty First Service 
Unit 

Major Service and 
Command Experience 

Xu Qiliang CMC vice 
chair 

CMC vice chair 1950 Combat pilot 26th Aviation Di-
vision of PLAAF 
stationed in 
Shanghai 

Commander of 8th Air 
Corps; PLAAF chief of 
staff; commander of 
Shenyang MR Air Force; 
deputy chief of GSD; and 
PLAAF commander  

Zhang 
Youxia 

CMC vice 
chair 

Director of  
CMCADD and 
CMC member 

1950 Infantry 14th GA head-
quartered in 
Kunming 

Fought in 1979 Sino-Viet-
namese War as a com-
pany commander and in 
1984 Sino-Vietnamese 
border conflict as a regi-
ment commander; com-
mander of 13th GA; dep-
uty commander of Beijing 
MR; commander of 
Shenyang MR; and direc-
tor of GAD 

Wei 
Fenghe 

Defense 
minister-
designate 
and CMC 
member 

Commander of  
PLARF and CMC 
member  

1954 Strategic 
missile 

54th Base of 
Second Artillery 
stationed in Luo-
yang 

Commander of 53rd 
Base of Second Artillery; 
deputy chief of GSD; and 
commander of Second 
Artillery 

Li Zuoch-
eng 

CMCJSD 
Chief and 
CMC mem-
ber 

Commander of 
PLAA 

1953 Infantry Guangxi Provin-
cial Military Dis-
trict  

Fought in 1979 Sino-Viet-
namese War as a com-
pany commander; com-
mander of 41st GA; and 
commander of Chengdu 
MR 

Miao Hua CMCPWD 
Director 
and CMC 
member 

PLAN Political 
Commissar (PC) 

1955 Political 
work 

31st GA head-
quartered in Xia-
men 

PC of 12th GA and PC of 
Lanzhou MR 

Zhang 
Shengmin 

CMCDIC 
Secretary 
and CMC 
member 

PC of CMCLSD 1958 Political 
work 

47th GA head-
quartered in 
Xi’an  

PC of a Second Artillery 
base; PC of Second Artil-
lery Command College; 
and PC of CMC Training 
and Management Dept. 

Sources: Baidu Encyclopedia and other China-based internet sources.  

 
—the two vice-chairs and the defense minister—work full-
time in the CMC running the PLA as a whole. The other 
three are part-timers who represent the staff agencies they 

head. As a result, at least on a nominal basis, none of the 
six members represent the specific services in which they 
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previously served. However, four of the CMC’s six uni-
formed members have clear ties to a specific service: 
Zhang Youxia and Li Zuocheng the PLA Army (PLAA), Xu 
Qiliang the PLAAF, and Wei Fenghe the PLARF.  
Political officers such as Admiral Miao Hua and General 
Zhang Shengmin, the newly appointed secetary of the 
CMC Discipline Inspection Commission (CMCDIC) and a 
new CMC member, whose skill sets are not service-spe-
cific and whose services in the PLA Navy (PLAN) and 
PLARF were relatively brief, may be less representative of 
a specific service.  
 
In another important chance in service representation, PLA 
service chiefs, who gained seats on the CMC in 2002, are 
no longer members. The fact that services are now re-
stricted to force construction rather than operations may 
have made their presence on the CMC unnecessary, as it 
could have served to exacerbate inter-service rivalry over 
resources. On the other hand, the PLA may now find more 
challenging the task of providing “joint” advice at the stra-
tegic level in its top decision-making council. 
Enhancing political control of the PLA by the CMC chair is 
clearly another major consideration for Xi’s reinvention of 
the CMC. First, the new CMC members who head the 
CMCJSD and CMCPWD are much less powerful than their 
predecessors, who headed GSD and GPD prior to the dis-
mantling of the four general departments. Unlike their pre-
decessors, they can no longer issue orders to the PLA. The 
primary role of these senior officers and the agencies they 
head, which have been substantially downsized and down-
graded, is now to provide senior staff support to the CMC 
chair and vice chairs in making decisions. This change has 
clearly enhanced the power of Xi, the CMC chair, to control 
the PLA. 
 
Moreover, unlike the previous CMC, the directors of the 
CMC Logistics Support Department (CMCLSD) and the 
CMC Armament Development Department (CMCADD) no 
longer serve on the CMC. The two departments have been 
downsized and downgraded, with major components of 
their predecessor agencies, the GLD and GAD, transferred 
to the newly established CMC Joint Logistics Support 
Force and PLA Strategic Support Force (PLASSF), re-
spectively.  Although the two department heads continue 
to provide senior staff support to CMC leadership in areas 
such as budgeting, armament development, and procure-
ment, exclusion from the CMC has clearly curtailed their 
power.Finally, the exclusion of the chiefs of CMCLSD and 
CMCADD and PLA services from the CMC has reduced 

the number of uniformed CMC members from ten to six, 
which is likely to centralize the chair’s power by reducing 
the voices from within the PLA that attempt to influence 
CMC decisions. The change has made CMC deliberation 
on policy less contentious and reduced the power of ser-
vice chiefs, since they can only serve for one term of five 
years if they do not become CMC members. This lowers 
the chance that locality or personality-based cliques will 
form, or that the chiefs to become “lords of their own es-

tates” (“一方诸侯”).  

 
The number of political officers in the new CMC has also 
increased. Only one of the 10 uniformed members of the 
previous CMC was a political officer: the director of the 
GPD. In the new CMC, two out of six, or one-third of the 
uniformed members, are political officers: the director of 
the CMCPWD and the secretary of CMCDIC. It is likely that 
Xi made this change to strengthen his hold on the PLA: the 
CMCPWD and CMCDIC control the vital functions of per-
sonnel appointment and discipline inspection, respectively. 
It will be a challenge for these political officers to success-
fully balance Xi’s effort to weed out corruption and consol-
idate control of the PLA with their desire to safeguard the 
interests of the PLA, subject as they still are to its incentive 
structure. 
 
Conclusion 
 
A revamped CMC has major implications for party leader’s 
control of the PLA. A much smaller CMC, for instance, im-
plies that top military decision processes will be much more 
centralized within the top leadership than before. The 
smaller size may also enable a more agile and responsive 
CMC leadership for operational command and control of 
PLA forces. Exclusion of service chiefs from the new CMC, 
however, may make provision of “joint” advice at the stra-
tegic level in the CMC a major challenge. 
 
Dr. Nan Li is a visiting senior fellow at the East Asian Insti-

tute of the National University of Singapore. He is the editor 

of Chinese Civil-Military Relations (Routledge, 2006). 

 
Notes 
 
1. See Nan Li, “Xi Jinping and PLA Restructuring,” East 

Asian Policy, Vol. 8, No. 4 (December 2016). 
2. Xu, for instance, has served as the standing deputy 

head (常务付组长) of the CMC Leading Small Group 
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to Deepen National Defence and Military Reforms 
since 2014. 

 

*** 

 

"Full Employment" in Tibet: The Be-
ginning and End of Chen Quanguo's 
Neo-Socialist Experiment  
By Adrian Zenz 
 
Introduction 
 
On November 8th, 2017, the Tibet Autonomous Region 
(TAR) published its second and final public job intake for 
the year, completing its annual process of announcing 
open public and civil service positions for eligible university 
graduates from this sensitive minority region. Notably, the 
timing was unusually late. Public job announcements are 
usually issued shortly after tertiary graduation dates in Au-
gust or early September.  
 
There is ample reason to speculate that the delay was 
caused by a drastic, unannounced change in Tibet's public 
employment policy, one that may not prove popular with 
young, well-educated Tibetans in the region. The total 
numbers of advertised public jobs in the region fell sharply 
to 5,844, just over half of the previous year's 10,030 posi-
tions, leaving thousands of graduates to compete for em-
ployment in the private job market.  
 
To informed observers, this sudden adjustment marks a si-
lent abrogation of the "full employment commitment” insti-
tuted by the region's previous Party Secretary, Chen Quan-
guo. [1] After Chen was transferred to China's northwest-
ern Xinjiang region in August 2016, the TAR's government 
apparently decided to abandon his popular yet unsustain-
ably expensive employment policy. However, the abrupt 
nature of this policy shift and the resulting gap in public 
employment opportunities holds considerable risks for the 
future stability of this sensitive region. Importantly, the 
TAR's termination of its "neo-socialist" stability experiment 
raises wider questions about the sustainability of China’s 
subsidy-driven approach for maintaining stability in restive 
minority regions. 
 
The Genesis of Chen Quanguo's “Full Employment 
Commitment” 
 

In 2007, the TAR was China's last region to end the "grad-

uate job assignment system" (毕业生分配制度), a key 

feature of socialist society in China and other Communist 
nations such as the former Soviet Union. Job assignment 
meant that university as well as vocational secondary grad-
uates were guaranteed a job in a government work unit, be 
it a state-owned enterprise or a government or related pub-

lic service agency within the civil service system (公务员

制度) and public service units (事业单位). In much of 

Western China, the private sector remains severely under-
developed; especially in lesser-developed minority re-
gions, secure, well-remunerated employment is difficult to 
obtain outside the public sector. This dependence is espe-
cially severe in remote regions such as Tibet. Additionally, 
minorities such as Tibetans often find it difficult to compete 
with the Han majority for private sector jobs, which require 
fluent Mandarin.  
 
Consequently, in the years after 2007, thousands of TAR 
university graduates struggled to obtain employment that 
would be considered adequate for this more highly edu-
cated population segment. When Chen Quanguo assumed 
the position of TAR Party Secretary in autumn 2011, the 
region was still grappling with the aftermath of the 2008 
Lhasa uprising, as well as a growing wave of self-immola-
tions in the neighboring Tibetan regions in Sichuan Prov-
ince. Self-immolations have been especially popular 
among the younger population (International Campaign for 
Tibet). Meanwhile, rapid economic growth resulting from 
economic liberalization processes initiated by previous ad-
ministrations had led to soaring urban-rural income dis-
crepancies. In minority regions such as Tibet, urban-rural 
income gaps are essentially indicators of inter-ethnic ine-
quality, as over 90 percent of the TAR's Tibetan population 
is rural.  
 
Shortly after assuming his new post, Chen tackled the is-
sue head-on by proclaiming an all-out “full employment 

commitment” (全就业的承诺) at the Eighth TAR Party 

Congress in November 2011 (Zhongguowang, March 21, 
2013). This step came in the context of Chen urging offi-
cials to "do everything possible to create more job oppor-

tunities and positions" (千方百计创造更多的就业机

会和岗位) (CCTV.com, January 3, 2012). Chen's "full 

employment" policy effectively reinstated the erstwhile 
graduate job assignment system, albeit with variations. Its 
measures specifically applied to TAR residents who sat 

their university entrance examination (高考) in the TAR 

https://www.savetibet.org/resources/fact-sheets/self-immolations-by-tibetans/
https://www.savetibet.org/resources/fact-sheets/self-immolations-by-tibetans/
http://finance.china.com.cn/roll/20130321/1342188.shtml
http://news.cntv.cn/20120103/103924.shtml
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and who were TAR residents at that time. In 2014, regional 
news outlets proudly announced that the TAR had 
achieved “four consecutive years of full employment” for its 
graduates (Renminwang, March 7, 2015). 
 
Indeed, annual numbers of formal public job adverts 
soared from 4,680 in 2010 to 10,313 in 2011. Advert num-
bers peaked at 14,500 in 2012, exceeding that year's ter-
tiary graduates by an estimated 4,000. The 2012 public job 
bonanza was presumably designed to provide employment 
opportunities for unsuccessful applicants from previous 
years, who were also eligible to apply. State media stated 
that between 2011 and 2016, a total of 61,862 TAR tertiary 
graduates, or 84 percent of all such graduates, obtained 
government jobs (Xinhua, December 30, 2016). Thou-
sands of the positions were allocated through various TAR 
police forces (China Brief, September 21, 2017). 
 
Likewise, the 2015 graduate employment report of Tibet 
University, the TAR’s top tertiary institution, noted that 81 
percent of its graduates that year secured employment in 
government-related positions, 14 percent in state-owned 
enterprises, and only 5 percent in other, potentially non-
state work units (Xizang Daxue, December 29, 2015). 

Even though graduate employment in western China is tra-
ditionally dominated by state employment, this non-state 
employment share is nevertheless surprisingly low. After 
all, 43 percent of that year's graduates were Han, and both 
Han and minority graduates fluent in Mandarin are typically 
able to secure well paid private sector positions. By 2016, 
Tibet University's graduate employment situation remained 
largely unchanged, with 74 percent of graduates entering 
government work units, 14 percent taking up positions in 
state-owned enterprises, and only 12 percent securing po-
sitions in non-state work units (Xizang Daxue, February 15, 
2017). 
 
During the six years of the full employment commitment 
(2011-2016), the TAR advertised over three times more 
civil service positions per capita than Xinjiang. Doing so re-
sulted in bloated cadre ranks and major long-term financial 
commitments, since those in formal government employ-
ment cannot be laid off unless they commit significant mis-
demeanors. Even so, Chen's ambitious promise antici-

pated Xi Jinping's drive for stability maintenance (维稳) at 

nearly any cost, primarily applied through state-led, top-
down investment.  
 

 

 
Figure 1: Sources: TAR public employment adverts (高校毕业生公开考录计划), tertiary student intake allocation tables (招生计划). 
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https://www.google.de/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0ahUKEwj1jrbK4drYAhVJKVAKHZiQABgQFggpMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.utibet.edu.cn%2Fpublic%2Fdingarong%2F%E8%A5%BF%E8%97%8F%E5%A4%A7%E5%AD%A62015%E5%B9%B4%E6%AF%95%E4%B8%9A%E7%94%9F%E5%B0%B1%E4%B8%9A%E8%B4%A8%E9%87%8F%E5%B9%B4%E5%BA%A6%E6%8A%A5%E5%91%8A.pdf&usg=AOvVaw2PenEBXQ_L3jnKVTZLhwIB
http://zjc.utibet.edu.cn/upload/files/20170215193518.pdf
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The government appeared to quietly abandon the full em-
ployment policy in mid-2016; the term has been conspicu-
ously absent in official statements and media coverage 
since then. However, even in 2015, when TAR media 
channels were touting the success of the initiative, the 
year's total public employment intake marked the lowest 
since 2011. By advertising 10,010 public jobs, the region 
would likely have hired roughly 9,000 graduates (based on 
an estimated 90 percent hiring rate). Other sources permit 
us to estimate the number of eligible TAR-resident tertiary 
graduates in 2015 at about 9,700. [2] This slight discrep-
ancy by itself would not have been a cause for concern, 
considering that there are at least some private sector em-
ployment opportunities in the region. However, in 2015 
TAR residents were allocated nearly 15,000 new tertiary 
study spaces, a figure that increased to a record-breaking 
20,249 in 2017. [3] As a result, the estimated number for 
TAR graduates, all eligible for Chen's full employment 
commitment, can be forecasted to nearly double between 
2015 and 2020, from about 9,700 to about 18,000.  
 
The definitive and abrupt end of Chen Quanguo's policy 
took place in 2017. In the face of an estimated cohort of 
nearly 11,000 tertiary graduates, the region only advertised 
5,844 civil service positions, leaving almost half of all eligi-
ble graduates to secure adequate employment from other 
sources. Media reports noted a record number of 47,500 
applicants for these positions, marking an applicant-to-job 
ratio of 8.1 (Phoenix Information, November 28, 2017). In 
2010, before the full employment commitment, this ratio 
stood at 5.8, whereas by 2013 it had dropped to only 1.7. 
[4] As is evident in Figure 1, the ratio of public jobs to ap-
plicants is set to rise sharply in the coming few years.No 
official reason has been given for the abandonment of 
Chen's measure. However, informed sources have told the 
author that rising graduate numbers had made the full em-
ployment policy too costly for the TAR government. The 
central government was reportedly unwilling to further sub-
sidize the resulting growth in human resource expenses, 
and it was widely felt that guaranteed positions reduced the 
motivation of local university students to study diligently. 
Chen Quanguo's transfer to Xinjiang allowed the TAR to 
quietly abandon his policy without causing its former leader 
any political embarrassment. 
 
Tibet After Full Employment: What Comes Next? 
 

Since publishing lower figures for new public jobs in No-
vember, the TAR government and state media outlets have 
shifted to emphasizing other longstanding employment 
support measures. In particular, the state wants graduates 
to take up job opportunities in the more developed parts of 

China. Through the "pairing assistance" (对口援藏) pro-

gram, other regions in China have offered 40,000 job op-
portunities to TAR-resident graduates since 2012 (Tibet 
News, December 9, 2017). In 2017 alone, there were 
11,065 such positions, 1,872 of which were based in 
Guangdong.  
 
However, according to the Tibet News, the Guangdong job 
offers only resulted in 105 expressions of "employment in-

tentions" (就业意向) between graduates and employers, 

filling only 5.6 percent of the positions. Informed sources 
told the author that Tibetan graduates dislike long-term re-
settlement to locations outside the TAR, as this uproots 
them from their cultural, linguistic and natural environ-
ments, despite the existence of generous government sub-
sidies (Xinhua, December 9, 2017; State Council Infor-
mation Office, August 21, 2014).  
 
The government's emphasis on moving highly educated 
TAR gradates to other regions raises the question of why 
it does not do more to secure them better private sector job 
opportunities at home. A forthcoming research report on 
private enterprise career paths in the TAR reviewed by the 
author shows that nearly all managers above the low-mid-
dle level are Han migrants from Eastern China. Moreover, 
those Tibetans that were able to advance in the ranks were 
both fluent in Mandarin and well-adapted to Han cultural 
and behavioral patterns.  
 
Even though local Tibetans might lack experience or ex-
pertise compared to their Han counterparts, the govern-
ment should double down on its efforts to systematically 
train and integrate them into Han-dominated contexts in or-
der to boost Tibetan private sector employment opportuni-
ties more effectively. In addition, preferential employment 
policies, which have been part and parcel of public job re-
cruitments for decades, could play an important role in the 
private sector as well.  
 
Conclusions 
 
Chen Quanguo's full employment commitment was a bold, 
expensive, and ultimately unsustainable measure for pro-

http://finance.ifeng.com/a/20171128/15824622_0.shtml
http://tibet.news.cn/zjwh/2017-12/09/c_136813554.htm
http://tibet.news.cn/zjwh/2017-12/09/c_136813554.htm
http://news.xinhuanet.com/local/2017-12/09/c_1122084704.htm
http://www.scio.gov.cn/zhzc/8/1/Document/1378423/1378423.htm
http://www.scio.gov.cn/zhzc/8/1/Document/1378423/1378423.htm
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moting social stability in this restive region. The quiet abro-
gation of his policy during the past 12-18 months has im-
plications beyond the future stability of Tibet. With China's 
local government and corporate debt levels at record 
heights, the end of the full employment policy in Tibet 
raises wider questions about the sustainability of the 
state's strategy of buying social stability and popular sup-
port in Tibet, Xinjiang and elsewhere through massive 
state-funded and infrastructure-driven investments.  
 
For Tibetans, the future holds rising levels of competitive 
and assimilatory pressures. To secure well-remunerated 
private or public jobs at home, strong Mandarin skills and 
a willingness to firmly integrate into the mainstream culture 
are becoming ever more important. Subsidized employ-
ment opportunities only exist for those willing to detach 
themselves from their socio-linguistic habitat.  
 
Consequently, those who are poised to benefit from all 
these job opportunities are Tibetans who are firmly embed-
ded in Mandarin-language education, often those from the 
region's top schools in Lhasa or other major urban centers. 
Their employment outcomes contrast sharply with the 
much larger numbers of Tibetans who remain in the edu-
cationally inferior Tibetan schools. However, it is precisely 
these lesser-educated and harder to assimilate segments 
of the population who pose the greater threat to the re-
gion's long-term stability, especially if their upward mobility 
prospects after the end of the public employment drive turn 
out to be dim. Rather than attempting to move this popula-
tion group away from Tibet, the government could focus on 
providing them meaningful employment opportunities 
closer to home, while ensuring that Tibetan language skills 
are an asset rather than a hindrance in private job markets.   
 
Adrian Zenz is lecturer in social research methods at the 
European School of Culture and Theology, Korntal, Ger-
many. His research focus is on China’s ethnic policy and 
public recruitment in Tibet and Xinjiang. He is author of “Ti-
betanness under Threat” and co-editor of the “Mapping 
Amdo” series of the Amdo Tibetan Research Network. 
 
Notes 
 
1. Here and below, “informed sources” refers to Chinese 

(Han or minority) academics with a research focus on 
the TAR and/or Tibetan regions in general. 

2. Based on TAR tertiary intake documents (招生计划) 

for each year. 

3. See Fischer and Zenz (2016).  
4. Calculated based on various media reports. 
 

*** 

Beijing’s Vision for a Reshaped In-
ternational Order 
By Nadége Rolland 
 

The “community of common destiny” (命运共同体) has 

emerged as one of Xi Jinping’s most favorite “diplospeak” 
phrases, appearing in his public speeches more than a 
hundred times since he first came to power in 2012. Far 
from a bland and well-meaning platitude, the “community” 

belongs to the realm of official political “formulations” (提

法) that are meant to indicate the Party line. It reflects Bei-

jing’s aspirations for a future world order, different from the 
existing one and more in line with its own interests and sta-
tus.  
 
Early Appearances and Concentric Circles of Expan-
sion 
 
“Community of common destiny” (or its now preferred offi-
cial English translation, “community of shared future”) fea-
tured prominently in Xi Jinping’s 19th Party Congress 
speech last October (Xinhua, October 27, 2017). The term 
“community of common destiny” was seldom used prior to 
the start of the Xi era. Hu Jintao aired it in 2007 to describe 
the special relationship between the mainland and Taiwan, 
with the implication that two politically different entities 
could have reasonably good relations despite their dissim-
ilarities. In an international context, it was mentioned in a 
2011 State Council white paper published on China’s 
peaceful rise, as a way to underline the interdependence 
between “countries with different systems, different types 
and different stages of development” born out of economic 
globalization (gov.cn, September 2011). Xi first used the 
term at the April 2013 Bo’ao Forum, then reiterated it in 
numerous public addresses to domestic and foreign audi-
ences over the following years. 
 
There are several categories of communities of shared 
destiny, going out in concentric circles: bilateral communi-
ties with China’s immediate neighbors (i.e. Pakistan, 
Xinhua, April 22, 2015), with regions and entire continents 
(China’s periphery, Xinhua, October 25, 2013; ASEAN, 
CPC News, October 4, 2013; Africa, CPC News, March 26, 

http://repub.eur.nl/pub/93049
http://news.xinhuanet.com/politics/19cpcnc/2017-10/27/c_1121867529.htm
http://www.gov.cn/zwgk/2011-09/06/content_1941258.htm
http://news.xinhuanet.com/mrdx/2015-04/22/c_134172435.htm
http://news.xinhuanet.com/2013-10/25/c_117878944.htm
http://cpc.people.com.cn/n/2013/1004/c64094-23104126.html
http://cpc.people.com.cn/n/2013/0326/c64094-20911841-2.html
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2013), and, more recently, with the entirety of “humankind” 

(人类命运共同体) (Xinhua, April 22, 2015). This latest 

iteration illustrates both Beijing’s growing global outlook, 
commensurate with what it sees as its great power status, 
and its increasing confidence that it can compete at the 
global level with other great powers not only in material 
terms, but also in the realm of ideas. 
 
The Emerging Shape of the Common Community 
 
Although the phrase has appeared often in Xi’s public 
speeches, there is no official definition of what the commu-
nity of common destiny (CCD) is all about. Its content is still 
being discussed internally among scholars and members 
of the Party nomenklatura, as illustrated, for example, by a 
March 2016 seminar organized jointly by the CCP’s Inter-
national Liaison Department Research Office and Contem-

porary World (当代世界) magazine (Huanqiu, April 12, 

2016). CCD is still an evolving and amorphous concept, 
but there is nevertheless an emerging common under-
standing among the people who take part in the domestic 
debate over its meaning: CCD reflects a dissatisfaction 
with the current US-led international order, and it purports 
to offer a better way than the Western one for organizing 
the world. 
 
The community is, at its essence, a view on how to “re-

shape the international order” (重塑国际秩序) (Dangdai 

Shijie, May 30, 2016), and to offer a new model of global 
governance (cssn.cn, January 19) that is “more just and 
reasonable” (CASS) than the present “domination by the 
West” which has become “unsustainable” (jinming, De-
cember 1, 2017). In human affairs, say CASS scholars Xu 
Jin and Guo Chu, “one cannot talk about destiny without 
touching upon life and death; in international relations, one 
cannot talk about destiny without touching upon the rise 
and fall of powers.” Managing China’s rising peacefully, as 
Beijing says it intends to do, means in effect finding ways 
to avoid military conflict with the incumbent hegemon, 
namely the United States. The CCD is intended within this 
context, as “to overcome the resistance encountered dur-
ing China’s rise process.” In other words: China will con-
tinue to expand its power and influence while trying to re-
duce outside resistance, using the narrative of an inclusive 
community which everyone is welcome to join because it 
supposedly transcends individual countries’ narrow inter-
ests.  (CASS). 
 

The new community defies political, ideological and physi-
cal boundaries, because its members manage to find the 
greatest common denominator (BISU, October 20, 2017) 
while putting aside their ideological differences (Dangdai 
Shijie, May 30, 2016). The common ground around which 
the community will coalesce is believed to be economic de-
velopment, which Beijing No.2 Foreign Language Institute 

professor Zhang Yaojun (张耀军) defines as “the key to 

solving all problems” (BISU, October 20, 2017) and State 

Councillor and Politburo member Yang Jiechi (杨洁篪) 

deems as “the most important task.” The community is 
non-ideological and apolitical (Dangdai Shijie, May 30, 
2016), contrary to the West’s “ideologically-based aid pro-
grams” (BISU, October 20, 2017) because “no single road 
or model can be universally adopted” (cssn.cn, January 
19). This resonates quite well with Xi Jinping’s 19th CCP 
Congress speech (Xinhua, November 3, 2017) in which he 
offered socialism with Chinese characteristics as a “new 
option for other countries and nations who want to speed 
up their development while preserving their independ-
ence.” 
 
The main threat to China’s ambitions is seen as the United 
States, which wants to exercise full control over the inter-

national order and “suppress and contain” (压制围堵) 

emerging powers and challengers militarily, economically 
and politically, through its network of alliances system, its 
“dollar hegemony,” and the promotion of “so-called” univer-
sal values (Dangdai Shijie, May 30, 2016). In contrast, 

within the CCD, China promotes peace and harmony (和

合), equality of all beings (众生平), and harmony within 

difference (和而不同) (CPC News, August 18, 2017). 

Such an implicit moral superiority is prominent in the writ-
ings of Yang Jiechi, who claims that CCD reflects how 
China is now “confident and capable of making greater 
contributions to the world” by offering a “new model” of re-
gional cooperation and global governance, informed by 

“Chinese wisdom” (中国智慧 ) (jinming, December 1, 

2017). Fu Ying (傅莹), chairwoman of the National Peo-

ple's Congress Foreign Affairs Committee, also extols the 
morally superior qualities of China’s “traditional strategic 
culture” which she describes as essentially non-expansion-
ist and conflict-averse. The CCD’s model of “cooperative 
security” is in her eyes more desirable than the Western 
model of “collective security” which does nothing but “ex-
pand the security of its members while squeezing the se-
curity of non-members.” (cssn.cn, January 19). 
 

http://news.xinhuanet.com/world/2015-04/22/c_1115057390.htm
http://finance.huanqiu.com/br/focus/2016-04/8806787.html
http://chuansong.me/n/1047836252566
http://chuansong.me/n/1047836252566
http://www.cssn.cn/zzx/zzxzt_zzx/gtt/wz/201705/t20170516_3519569.shtml
http://www.iwep.org.cn/xscg/xscg_lwybg/201705/W020170512528629555087.pdf
http://www.jinming.net/a/20171201/30202_2.html
http://www.iwep.org.cn/xscg/xscg_lwybg/201705/W020170512528629555087.pdf
http://obor.bisu.edu.cn/art/2017/10/20/art_7467_156063.html
http://chuansong.me/n/1047836252566
http://chuansong.me/n/1047836252566
http://obor.bisu.edu.cn/art/2017/10/20/art_7467_156063.html
http://chuansong.me/n/1047836252566
http://obor.bisu.edu.cn/art/2017/10/20/art_7467_156063.html
http://www.cssn.cn/zzx/zzxzt_zzx/gtt/wz/201705/t20170516_3519569.shtml
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/special/2017-11/03/c_136725942.htm
http://chuansong.me/n/1047836252566
http://theory.people.com.cn/n1/2017/0818/c83859-29478871.html
http://www.jinming.net/a/20171201/30202_2.html
http://www.cssn.cn/zzx/zzxzt_zzx/gtt/wz/201705/t20170516_3519569.shtml
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The CCD, by contrast, is described as an “extended family 
coexisting harmoniously” that “does not duplicate the old 
game of geopolitics” (Fu Ying), a global partnership net-
work, a “non-aligned alliance” (Yang Jiechi), in which mem-
bers need to “stand on the side of China, or at least, be 
neutral” while at the same time “providing mutual security 
support” (Xu-Guo). In sum, CCD is a network of strong 
strategic partnerships that resemble an alliance system 
while denying being one. As Xu and Guo explain, the com-
munity also needs an “other,” a “contrast and reference 
point” to catalyse goodwill and cooperation. Short of a “ma-
jor threat originating from outside the Earth,” the presence 
of an adversary “is the only way humanity will bind to-
gether.” The authors leave the identity of this enemy to the 
imagination of the reader, but there is no question who they 
have in mind. 
 
Concrete Steps 
 
The community of common destiny is intimately associated 
with the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), as they form two 
facets of the same coin: while the community is an intellec-
tual construct, a “theory”—almost a utopian vision that 
gives the overall direction needed to attain a distant goal—
BRI is the “practice,” the path, providing concrete means to 
knit the community together (BISU, October 20, 2017). 
Just as China is still in the “primary stage of socialism” on 
the road to pure communism, the community is in its in-
fancy but embodies the “ultimate goal of human society’s 
development.” (Huanqiu, April 12, 2016) Until this ideal vi-
sion is achieved, China needs to continue to offer prag-
matic cooperation via BRI. 
 
Xu Jin and Guo Chu describe the CCD as a set of new 
“strategic partnerships,” “based on political and security ar-
rangements” that will emerge as a result of China’s in-
creased economic interactions with the world. Members of 
the community will join initially because they will recognize 
the economic benefits they can reap from their member-
ship. In time, they will come to understand that in order to 
protect the fruits of their economic interactions, they will 
also need to broaden and deepen their political and secu-
rity cooperation with China. Increased interactions will help 
shape members’ views and nurture a “we” feeling among 
them. After a while, they will come to feel that being part of 
the community, is not only necessary for pragmatic rea-
sons, it will also appear “inevitable and the right thing to 
do.” The process of building the community is significant in 
and of itself, as it will help pave the way for China to 

emerge as a regional and global leader. CCD will allow 
trust-building, and enhance friendship, until its members 
“become accustomed to China’s playing such a role.” 
(CASS) 
 
Conclusion 
 
Whereas BRI provides physical connectivity, the CCD rep-
resents the intangible bonds that would tie the region to-
gether around China to form a “bloc with those countries 
that more or less depend on its economy” (Diplomat, No-
vember 28, 2013). The principles and norms that would 
regulate and frame the interactions among its members re-
flect Beijing’s rejection of the current U.S.-led world order. 
The community’s fate is intimately associated with BRI and 
the eventual realization of such an ambitious ideal is any-
thing but certain. But its recurrence in the official diplomatic 
lexicon reflects how serious the vision has become for the 
regime. 
 
Nadège Rolland is Senior Fellow for political and security 
affairs at the National Bureau of Asian Research (NBR). 
Her research focuses mainly on China's foreign and de-
fense policy and the changes in regional dynamics across 
Eurasia resulting from the rise of China. She is the author 
of "China's Eurasian Century? Political and Strategic Im-
plications of the Belt and Road Initiative" published in 
2017. 
 

*** 

Amphibious Operations: Lessons 
of Past Campaigns for Today’s PLA 

By Kevin McCauley 
 
Amphibious operations are important components of cur-
rent PLA doctrinal writings and exercises. With no recent 
experience in amphibious warfare, PLA military science 
examines foreign and historical operations for guiding 
principles. PLA histories highlight amphibious operations 
against Xiamen, Kinmen and Hainan in 1949 and 1950, 
the last of which the PLA views as its first large-scale sea 
crossing experience. These nascent amphibious opera-
tions provided amphibious warfare experience and les-
sons learned for the intended invasion of Taiwan, as well 
as the PLA’s first joint operation to seize the Yijiangshan 
Islands in 1954-55. 
 
 

http://obor.bisu.edu.cn/art/2017/10/20/art_7467_156063.html
http://finance.huanqiu.com/br/focus/2016-04/8806787.html
http://www.iwep.org.cn/xscg/xscg_lwybg/201705/W020170512528629555087.pdf
https://thediplomat.com/2013/11/can-china-build-a-community-of-common-destiny/
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Xiamen and Kinmen 
 
The PLA initiated operations to capture Fujian Province in 
July 1949, in part as a base for future operations against 
Taiwan. The PLA had hoped to keep Nationalist (Kuomin-
tang or KMT) forces from escaping the mainland, but 
some Nationalist forces retreated to islands off the coast, 
specifically the island of Xiamen—which makes up the 
bulk of the present-day PRC city of the same name—and 
the island of Kinmen a mile to the east, as well as several 
smaller islands. [1] 
 
Initial sorties to seize several small islands on October 

10-13 by the PLA’s 10th Corps (兵团) secured the cross-

ing corridors for the subsequent landing on Kinmen. [2] 
The Xiamen amphibious operation followed soon thereaf-
ter. The PLA began the assault on the island itself the 
evening of October 15, shelling the smaller, nearby island 
of Gulangyu to deceive the enemy while the main attack 
launched against the north of Xiamen. At 2100 the 29th 
Army landed at two beachheads on the northern coast, 
broke through the enemy defenses, and defeated several 
counterattacks. After consolidating the beachheads, 
forces began to move south through the island. By noon 
on October 16, northern Xiamen had been secured, and 
KMT troops in the south sought to escape by ship. Shortly 
before noon the next day Xiamen was liberated. 
 
The KMT was therefore determined to defend Kinmen, as 
it protects the Penghu archipelago and Taiwan, and con-
trols the approach to Xiamen. The defenders improved 
fortifications and reinforcements arrived to raise the mili-
tary personnel from 20,000 to 30,000. PLA intelligence 
failed to detect these KMT preparations and reinforce-
ments. 
 
On the evening of October 24, the PLA landed two regi-
ments on Kinmen’s northwest coast. Another began the 
crossing at midnight, but a northwest wind left the fleet in 
disorder with poor communications. The 82nd Division 
command post did not cross with the first echelon to take 
command of on-island operations. Close to the shore the 
assault force met fierce enemy fire and suffered heavy 
casualties. By the wee hours on October 25 assault 
forces had begun to break through the enemy defenses, 
but loss of unified command adversely impacted the oper-
ation. Adding to the problems, the wooden junks had be-
come grounded by the ebb tide and underwater obsta-
cles, unable to return to embark the second echelon. 

KMT aircraft and naval forces destroyed the stranded 
fleet. 
 
On the morning of October 25, two KMT divisions 
launched a counterattack supported by aircraft, warships 
and tanks inflicting heavy losses on the PLA, and initiat-
ing two days of back-and-forth combat. Contact with the 
invasion force was lost on October 27, although some fire 
could be seen on the beach. All was silent by 1500 on 
October 28. The PLA had inflicted heavy casualties on 
the island defenders, but the invasion force was lost. 
There would not be another; Kinmen remains part of Tai-
wan today. 
 
The Hainan Amphibious Campaign 
 
Lessons learned from the Xiamen and failed Kinmen 
landings were incorporated into planning for the Hainan 
operations. After the PLA captured Guangdong Province, 
KMT forces retreated to Hainan. The KMT considered 
Hainan important for conducting operations against the 
mainland, and planned to use bases on Hainan for naval 
construction, maintenance and repair. The KMT force on 
Hainan appeared considerable on paper, with four route 

armies (路军) under the command of Xue Yue, regarded 

as an effective Nationalist general. However, the long is-
land coastline and internal front tended to negate the 
KMT’s numerical advantage, as well as make coordina-
tion between the defenders difficult.  
 
A meeting was held on February 1, 1950 in Guangzhou to 
assess the situation and plan the campaign. While there 
was concern over the KMT naval and air forces, National-
ist morale and capabilities were considered low. The PLA 
had a small number of aircraft—fighters, bombers, and 
transports—supported by Soviet personnel, but they ap-
parently played no role in the amphibious landing. The 
PLA assessed their troops’ capability as high, but were 
concerned about the limited experience in amphibious op-
erations. The PLA assembled more than 2,000 ships, and 
conducted intensive amphibious training. The sea cross-
ing distances from planned embarkation points on the 
Leizhou Peninsula to beaches in northern Hainan ranged 
from 19 to 115 miles. Sea crossings were planned at 
night to mitigate the KMT’s air and maritime superiority. 
 
General Xue had reorganized and improved the Hainan 
defenses in face of the invasion threat. The KMT Navy at-
tempted to establish a blockade of the strait separating 
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Hainan from the mainland, while its Air Force attacked 
fishing ports and concentrations of shipping, disrupt train-
ing and lines of communication, and conducted harass-
ment bombing of key cities. These proved ineffective in 
halting the PLA’s invasion operation, which began on the 
night of April 16, with PLA landings at two locations on 
the north coast. The westernmost landing included the 
40th Army command post, and a division and a half-worth 
of troops The other landing to the east comprised a 43rd 
Army command element, and the equivalent of two regi-
ments. These units began attacking inland in coordination 
with CCP-affiliated guerilla forces already present on the 
island. A second phase began on the night of April 23 on 
the northeast coast, with a command element of the 43rd 
Army, and the equivalent of over four regiments. The PLA 
conducted another landing down the western coast as the 
KMT forces retreated towards the southern end of Hai-
nan. The Nationalist forces finally evacuated by sea. 
 
Lessons Learned 
 
The Xiamen landings displayed careful planning, prepara-
tion and intelligence collection. Xiamen’s terrain and de-
fenses were closely analyzed, and a suitable transit time, 
crossing routes, and landing areas chosen. Further, the 
PLA mobilized the requisite number of transports, and 
conducted repeated exercises to prepare the amphibious 
assault force. Some deception was employed to confuse 
the KMT as to the main landing area. According to later 
PLA amphibious doctrine, the main landings on the north-
ern beaches first defeated counterattacks and quickly 
consolidated the beachheads before transitioning to on-
shore combat. The PLA recognized it had to seize en-
emy-held satellite islands, to eliminate interference with 
the crossing operations. 
 
In contrast, the Kinmen operation appeared to be haphaz-
ardly planned. Sailors were not familiar with the area, 
training was inadequate, and information on the tides and 
weather conditions at the landing beaches not known. 
PLA analysis identified another problem with the opera-
tion: in clearing the coast and seizing Zhangzhou and 
Xiamen, the PLA had the dual missions of combat as well 
as support in establishing control in the newly captured 
areas. The PLA had difficulty balancing the complex re-
quirements of the two missions. The implication was that 
the military’s role in establishing political control nega-
tively impacted attention to the details of the amphibious 
operation against Kinmen. The conclusion appeared to be 

that completion of combat missions took priority over es-
tablishment of local control by the military. This has im-
portant implications for a Taiwan invasion scenario, 
where exerting control over captured territory, maintaining 
public order, and restoring and repairing needed infra-
structure would be important requirements that could im-
pact combat operations. Provisions for civilian control and 
reconstruction, supported by the employment of People’s 
Armed Police national-level units, would need careful ad-
vanced planning. 
 
Lessons learned from the Hainan landing campaign rein-
forced those from Xiamen and Kinmen. Careful prepara-
tion, intelligence collection, and intensive pre-battle train-
ing were keys to a successful operation. While not sur-
prising, these factors were particularly critical in a situa-
tion where air, sea and information dominance were not 
possible. Additionally, a strong escort group was required 
to protect the troop transports, especially with the threat 
of enemy naval and air forces in the Hainan campaign. 
Training of ship crews and pilots was particularly im-
portant. Once landed, the troops needed to move inland 
from the beachhead quickly. In the Hainan campaign, the 
PLA had the advantage of a second front operating on 
the island to support the landings. The KMT was never 
able to mount a strong counterattack against the Hainan 
or Xiamen landings as they did during the successful de-
fense of Kinmen. 
 
The PLA learned from the careful preparation, pre-battle 
training, operation timing, selection of landing sites, and 
intelligence preparation evidenced in the Xiamen and Hai-
nan campaigns, but absent in the failed Kinmen opera-
tion. While deception did not appear to have a major role 
in these historical campaigns, it could in a future landing 
campaign against Taiwan. While tactical surprise might 
be achieved, strategic or even campaign-level surprise 
would be difficult due to the indicators that would be evi-
dent in an operation on this scale. However, indicators 
that an operation was imminent would cause Taiwan to 
mobilize. The extensive mobilization of reservists and ci-
vilian equipment—required to man units and equip engi-
neer and logistics forces—could adversely impact Tai-
wan’s economy without firing a shot. The counterattack at 
Kinmen is an important lesson for Taiwan; short of defeat-
ing the invasion force during the embarkation or transit 
phases, the ability to conduct strong counterattacks prior 
to the establishment of a lodgment is critical to defeating 
the island landing campaign. A major counterintelligence 
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concern for Taiwan is the level of Communist penetration 
of the military leading to debilitating internal sabotage dur-
ing a crisis, a concern reinforced by a spate of recent es-
pionage cases, some of which have included military per-
sonnel. Such sabotage could debilitate command as well 
as situational awareness at a critical time, causing paraly-
sis. Taiwan would do well to heed the lessons of history, 
as they will surely inform the PLA’s invasion plans. 
 
Kevin McCauley has served as senior intelligence officer 
for the Soviet Union, Russia, China and Taiwan during 31 
years in the U.S. government. His publications include 
“Russian Influence Campaigns against the West: From 
the Cold War to Putin,” and “PLA System of Systems Op-
erations: Enabling Joint Operations.” Mr. McCauley writes 
primarily on PLA and Taiwan military affairs, and is an Ad-
junct with the RAND Corporation. 
 
Notes 
 

1. Kinmen is also known by the names “Jinmen” 
and “Quemoy”. 

 
2. The source for this and subsequent accounts of 

PLA operations is The Chinese Army Actual 
Combat Record, Vol. 4, (Beijing: NDU Press, 
1993). 
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